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Logisys True-Color CCFL
Light Bar - 12" - Blue

Special Price

$12.59 was

$17.99
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Short Description

This True-Color Light Bar uses the most advanced cold cathode lighting technology, which was mainly
adapted in LCD /Plasma backlit sources for its sharpness and brightness. By using the newly developed micro
inverter built in the light bar, there is no more bulky transformer, inverter or HV wire. This light bar emits life-
like true-color natural light with little heat generated, and it is more adaptive and simple in installation as it
can be connected directly through the easy grip connector which makes the installation a snap. Just plug and
go!

Description

This True-Color Light Bar uses the most advanced cold cathode lighting technology, which was mainly adapted in LCD /Plasma
backlit sources for its sharpness and brightness. By using the newly developed micro inverter built in the light bar, there is no
more bulky transformer, inverter or HV wire. This light bar emits life-like true-color natural light with little heat generated, and it is
more adaptive and simple in installation as it can be connected directly through the easy grip connector which makes the
installation a snap. Just plug and go!
This True-Color Light Bar is a perfect solution for small area lighting such as computer cases, commercial and residential cabinets,
indoor or under roof accent lights etc and for all illumination applications.

Optionally we can professionally finish these bare wires for you so you can easily plug into your PSU. We will
crimp pins, add Molex connector and then sleeve the wires in your choice of colors of Premium sleeving and
heatshrink. Just choose this option above.

Features

Ultra bright CCFL for multiple applications
Single integrated unit, no more inverters to lug around
Easy grip connector
Low heat output
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Specifications

Naked Lamp Diameter: 2.6+/-1.0mm

Tube Length: 12"(appr. 305mm) 20"(appr. 510mm)

External Tube and Base Dimension: 12mm x 22.5mm

Inverter Input Voltage: 12VDC

Lamp Voltage: 1000V +/-10%

Frequency: 60KHz +/-10%

Lamp Current: 6.5mA +/-1.0

Total Power: 7.2W

Brightness: 30000Cd/m2 except UV (15000Cd/m2)

Package Contents:

Cold Cathode Lamp either 12" or 20"

Built-in Micro Inverter 

16" Wire with Easy Grip Connector

Installation Kit

Easy installation clips, Velcro tape and zip tie

Available Color: Blue , Pink, Green, Red, & White

Additional Information

Brand Logisys

SKU CXF12BL-D

Weight 1.2500

Color Blue

Lighting Type Cathode

Length 12"

Special Price $12.59
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